
To detect all leaks of all types of gases or air in pipes quickly.  
For 100% watertight connections during assembly or after repair and to check the installations, the joints, 
reservoirs, connections, bottles, gates, faucets, ratemeters, regulators... 
With regard to watertightness, safety depends on the quality of work, naturally, but also on a systematic 
inspection of joints.  
Can be used everywhere and is suitable for plumbers, fitters and refrigeration engineers, the safety in-
spection companies...  

Characteristics  Instructions for use BLUE ROLL 

Spray 
Propellant gas          N2O 
Volume                    400ml 
Active principle 
pH: 6.0-8.0 
Appearance             Colourless clear 
liquid 
Density at 20 °C      1.024 g/cm3 
 
 
For more information, see MSDS.  

Aerosol 
Shake the spray can well and pulverize FUITE 7 on the materi-
als to be checked; a thin film is enough. Depending on the 
importance of the leak, there will be formation of some bubbles 
or a 
  foam.  
FUITE  7 is provided with a multi-position valve allowing usage 
in places which are difficult to access. 
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IMPER ETANCH for water-proofing and levelling  

 
This datasheet supersedes previous documents. The information contained in these data sheets is based on our present knowledge and experience and is given as indication 

only. Under no circumstances does it engage our responsibility in the event of misuse of our products. Non-contractual photos and images. 
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 EN 14291 standard 
Can be used upside down 

7 good reasons for using FUITE 7 
1. FUITE 7 locates gaseous leaks on any circuits immediately. 
2. In compliance with the norm EN 14291 can be used at very low-temperature (up to –15°C). 
3. Efficient due to its formulation containing surfactants in aqueous phase. 
4. Multi-function for all types of gases except oxygen (Compressed air, hydrocarbons, CO2, ni-
trogen). 
5. Works by forming air bubbles and a very stable foam around the gas leak. 
6. Safety: Odourless, not irritating and with neutral pH, does not corrode. 
7. The aerosol is easy to use, safe and economical. 
 

Particularly suitable for use in: 

FUITE 7 
Leak Detector 

 


